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METHODS AND APPARATUS TO IMPLEMENT
ANNOTATION BASED THUNKING

FIELD OF TFfE DISCLOSURE

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to thinking and, more particularly, to

methods and apparatus to implement annotation based thunking.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Thunking describes any variety of process by which a first process executing a

first set of machine executable instructions compiled for a first platform type, word size, etc.

(e.g., 32-bit code) is able to successfully make a function call to another set of machine

executable instructions compiled for a second platform type, word size, etc. (e.g., 16-bit

code). In general, thunking involves a translation of function calls, function call parameters

and/or return parameters between at least two processes compiled for different platform types,

word sizes, etc.

[0003] For instance, consider an example in which a process executing native code

compiled for a particular type of processor makes a function call to a platform-independent

byte code function being executed by a virtual machine that is also executed upon the

processor. Thunking for such an example system involves having the virtual machine copy

data (e.g., calling parameters) from the processor's registers and/or slots of the native code's

run-time stack (i.e., native stack slots) into a byte code stack before the byte code is executed

by the virtual machine. The copying of the data to the byte code stack is the mechanism by

which parameters are passed into the called byte code function. Likewise, return values can

be copied from the byte code stack into the registers and/or native stack slots.



[0004] Generally, calling parameters can be either data (i.e., data parameters) or

pointers to data (i.e., pointer parameters). However, increasingly, native code is using more

sophisticated calling procedures such as, for example, calling a byte code function with a data

calling parameter that is passed as data or is passed as a pointer to the data, depending upon

the size of the data to be passed. For example, in an Intel® Extended Memory 64

Technology (a.k.a. EM64T) based platform, a data parameter with a data structure type (e.g.,

structure, union, class) will be passed either by value (through register or run-time stack) if

the size of the data structure is < 64 bits, or by pointer if the data structure size is > 64 bits. If

a pointer is passed, the pointer (64-bit) will be passed through register or run-time stack,

while the actual data structure value (pointed by the pointer) exists in the run-time stack

and/or any addressable memory location. Further, on an EM64T platform, the parameter

passing mechanism is a dynamic one (i.e., either pass by value or pass by pointer) for a

parameter with data structure type. Consider an example byte code function called from

inside EM64T native code having the following function prototype:

void foo (struct Q myParameter 1, struct T myParameter 2).

Currently, the virtual machine has no way to know whether the example data structures are

passed as data (i.e., by value) or a pointer to the data and, thus, the virtual machine cannot

successfully implement the necessary thunking between the EM64T native code and the

called byte code function. That is, the virtual machine will have no idea whether a 64-bit

value that exists in a register (or a native stack slot) is an actual value of one of the data

structure parameters or a pointer that points to an actual value. In such an example, it is

impossible for the virtual machine to correctly copy the exact data structure value to the byte

code stack.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of an example system to perform annotation

based thunking.

[0006] FIG. 2 illustrates an example manner of implementing the example byte code

compiler of FIG. 1.

[0007] FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate portions of an example byte code image file.

[0008] FIG. 4 is a flowchart representative of example machine accessible

instructions which may be executed to implement the example byte code compiler of FIGS. 1

and/or 2 .

[0009] FIG. 5 illustrates an example manner of implementing the example virtual

machine of FIG. 1.

[0010] FIG. 6 illustrates an example thunking (i.e., passing) of data between the

example native code and the example annotated byte code of FIG. 1.

[0011] FIG. 7 is a flowchart representative of example machine accessible

instructions which may be executed to implement the example virtual machine of FIGS. 1

and/or 5 .

[0012] FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of an example processor platform that may

be used and/or programmed to execute the example machine accessible instructions

illustrated in FIGS. 4 and/or 7 to implement the example byte code compiler, the example

virtual machine and/or, more generally, the example system of FIG. 1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] FIG. 1 is a schematic illustration of an example system to implement

annotation based thunking between native code (i.e., platform-dependent code) and platform-

independent byte code. To generate platform-independent byte code 105 from source code



110, the example system of FIG. 1 includes a byte code compiler 115. The example byte

code compiler 115 of FIG. 1 generates the platform-independent byte code 105 using any

variety of methods, techniques and/or processes. Additionally, the example byte code

compiler 115 of FIG. 1, as described below in connection with FIGS. 2, 3A, 3B and 4, creates

and adds annotations records to the example byte code 105. In the example system of FIG. 1,

the annotation records are used to facilitate thunking. The source code 110 may be any

variety and/or number of source code files such as, for example, a 'C language source code

file. The example byte code 105 of FIG. 1 is stored as binary data in a byte code image file

such as, for example, a portable executable (PE)/common object file format (COFF) file.

[0014] To execute the annotated platform-independent byte code 105, the example

system of FIG. 1 includes a virtual machine 120. As discussed below in connection with

FIGS. 5, the example virtual machine 120 implements an emulator to allow the platform-

independent byte code 105 to be executed upon a particular processor. Additionally, as

discussed below in connection with FIGS. 6 and 7, the example virtual machine 120 of FIG.

1 performs thunking between the example annotated byte code 105 and other processes. In

the illustrated example, the example virtual machine 120 is implemented as a process

executing upon a processor 125.

[0015] The example processor 125 of FIG. 1 may be any type of processing unit, such

as, for example, a processor from any of the Intel® families of processors. The example

processor 125 of FIG. 1 may execute, among other things, the example machine accessible

instructions of FIG. 7 to implement the example virtual machine 120 of FIG. 1 and/or may

execute platform-dependent code (i.e., native code) to implement a native code process 130.

[0016] The example native code process 130 of FIG. 1 may be used to implement any

variety of functions, may be generated using any variety and/or number of source code files,

and/or may be compiled to create the native code being executed using any variety of source



code compiler(s). In the example system of FIG, 1, the example source code 110 and the

source code for the native code process 130 are developed using a common source code

language.

[0017] In addition to executing the annotated platform-independent byte code 105,

based upon the annotation records added to the example annotated byte code 105 by the

example byte code compiler 115, the example virtual machine 120 of FIG. 1 implements

thunking between (1) functions provided by execution of the example annotated byte code

105 (i.e., byte code functions) and (2) functions provided by the example native code process

130 (i.e., native code functions). In the illustrated example, the native code functions may

call byte code functions and vice versa. The thunking implemented by the example virtual

machine 120 of FIG. 1 allows for calling and/or return data parameters to be correctly passed

between byte code functions and native code functions whether, depending upon the size of a

data parameter, the data parameter (a) is passed as data or (b) is passed as a pointer to the data

(e.g., the address and/or location of the data as is conventional). Consider an example

function call having a data structure calling parameter (i.e., data parameter). If the platform-

dependent size of the data structure is small, then the data structure is passed directly as data.

As used herein, the term platform-dependent size is used to refer to the size of the data

structure when implemented on a particular platform. However, if the platform-dependent

size of the data structure is greater than a platform-dependent threshold, then an address

and/or location of (i.e., a pointer to) the data structure is passed instead of passing the data

structure directly. The passed pointer can be used by a receiving process and/or the example

virtual machine 120 to locate and/or obtain the data structure. The example virtual machine

120 of FIG. 1 also correctly thunks (1) calling and/or return data parameters that passed as

data and/or (2) calling and/or return parameters that are pointers to data (i.e., pointer

parameters).



[0018] For simplicity and ease of understanding, the following disclosure references

the example system illustrated in FIG. 1 . However, the example virtual machine 120 of FIG.

1 may perform thunking between any number of native processes and/or functions and any

number of byte code functions provided via any number of annotated byte code image files.

Additionally, the example native process 130 and the virtual machine 120 may be executed

upon any number of processors and/or cores contained in, for example, a multiple-processor

and/or multi-core computing device, system and/or platform. Further, the processor 125 may

implement any variety of operating system in addition to the example native process 130 and

the example virtual machine 120. Moreover, while the following discussion references the

calling of byte code functions by the native process 130, persons of ordinary skill in the art

will readily appreciate that the methods and apparatus described herein can likewise be used

to facilitate thunking for native code functions called by the example byte code 105.

[0019] FIG. 2 illustrates an example manner of implementing the example byte code

compiler 115 of FIG. 1 . To generate platform-independent byte code, the example byte code

compiler 115 of FIG. 2 includes any variety of byte code generator 205. Using any variety of

techniques, methods and/or algorithms, the example byte code generator 205 of FIG. 2

generates platform-independent byte code for each function present in any number of input

source code files to be included in an annotated byte code image.

[0020] To generate annotation records that the example virtual machine 120 of FIG. 1

uses to perform thunking, the example byte code compiler 115 of FIG. 2 includes an

annotation generator 210. For each function present in a byte code image, the example

annotation generator 210 of FIG. 2 determines if the function has any calling and/or return

parameters that may be passed as either data or a pointer, depending upon the platform-

dependent size of the data. For such parameters, the example annotation generator 210

determines a platform-independent representation of the size of the data and a platform-



independent representation of the offset of the parameter. As illustrated in examples of FIGS.

3A and 3B, the annotation record generated for each such parameter includes the virtual

address of the function, the platform-independent offset of the parameter, and the platform-

independent size of the parameter. In the examples of FIGS. 1 and 2, not every calling and/or

return parameter of each function has an annotation record.

[0021] In the illustrated examples of FIGS. 1 and 2, platform-independent parameter

sizes and parameter offsets are represented as natural constants. A natural constant represents

an integer number (e.g., the size of a data structure) as a pair of numbers (A, B). For a

particular platform, the platform-dependent size of the data structure can be computed as

A*C +B, where C is the platform-dependent size of a pointer. An example natural constant

(2, 8) can be used to represent the size of a data structure that contains a character field, one

pointer field and one ϊnt64 field. For an IA-32 Intel® processor the platform-dependent size

of the data structure is 2*4+8=16 bits, while for Intel® Extended Memory 64 Technology

(Intel® EM64T) processor, the platform-dependent size of the data structure is 2*8+8=24 bits.

In both cases, the platform-independent natural constant accurately represents the platform-

dependent size of the example data structure. If a parameter has a size that is not platform-

dependent, the platform-independent size is represented by a natural constant of (0, N), where

N is the size of the parameter. Natural constant numbers may be implemented using any bit

width such as, for example, bits, bytes, words, etc. Addition of natural constants may be

performed by summing the two numbers of the natural constant separately. For example, the

addition of two natural constants (1, 8) and (3, 0) results in a natural constant of (4, 8).

[0022] In the examples of FIGS. 1 and 2, the natural constant offset of a calling

and/or return parameter represents the starting location of the calling and/or return parameter

in a sequence of registers and/or stack slots used to pass the calling and/or return parameter.

That is, each of a calling and/or return parameters requires some number of registers and/or



stack slots to pass the data being passed and/or to pass a pointer to the data. When a data

parameter or pointer parameter is passed, the number of registers and/or stack slots used

depends upon the platform-dependent size of the data or pointer parameter and the size of the

registers and/or stack slots. When, based upon the size of a data parameter, a data parameter

is passed as a pointer instead of data, the number of registers and/or stack slots used depends

upon the combined platform-dependent size of the pointer and the data, and the size of the

registers and/or stack slots. For such example data parameters, the natural constant offset and

the natural constant size can be used to determine if a data parameter is passed as data or a

pointer and/or to locate the start of the data and/or the pointer in the sequence of registers

and/or stack slots.

[0023] In the examples of FIGS. 1 and 2, the natural constant offset of a calling

and/or return parameter is the sum of the natural constant sizes for the parameters that

precede the parameter in the list of calling and/or return parameters. Consider an example

where a first calling parameter is a data parameter passed as data, a second calling parameter

is a pointer parameter and a third calling parameter is a data parameter that, based on the size

of the data, may be passed as a pointer or data. In this example, the natural constant offset of

the example third calling parameter is the sum of the natural constant size of the first

parameter and the size of the second parameter. Alternatively, the natural constant offset of

the third parameter may be computed by adding the natural constant offset of the preceding

parameter to the natural constant size of the preceding parameter In the examples of FIGS. 1

and 2, the first parameter in a list of calling and/or return parameters has a natural constant

offset of(0, 0).

[0024] In the examples of FIGS. 1 and 2, the natural constant size of a calling and/or

return parameter reflects the size of the parameter and does not depend upon whether the

calling and/or return parameter is passed directly as data or is passed as a pointer to the data.



[0025] To combine the platform-independent byte code generated by the example

byte code generator 205 and the annotation records generated by the example annotation

generator 210, the example byte code compiler 215 of FIG. 2 includes a file generator 215.

The example file generator 215 of FIG. 2 generates a byte code image file in accordance with

any of a variety of byte code image file formats such as the Microsoft® PE/COFF file format.

[0026] In the illustrated example, the example byte code generator 205, the example

annotation generator 210, the example file generator 215 of FIG. 2 and/or, more generally,

the example byte code compiler 115 are implemented by executing machine accessible

instructions upon any variety of processor(s) such as, for example, the example processor

shown in the example processor platform 8000 and discussed below in conjunction with FIG.

8. While, the example byte code compiler 115 is described with reference to the illustrated

example of FIG. 2, persons of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate that the example

byte code compiler 115, the example byte code generator 205, the example annotation

generator 210 and/or the example file generator 215 may be implemented using any variety,

type, number and/or combination of software processes, firmware processes and/or hardware.

For example, the example byte code compiler 115 of FIG. 2 may be implemented as a single

process with the example byte code generator 205, the example annotation generator 210 and

the example file generator 215 realized as functions and/or sub-functions utilized within the

process. Other examples abound.

[0027] FIG. 3A illustrates an example portion 305 of an example Microsoft®

PE/COFF based byte code image file. In the example of FIG 3A3 the example portion 305 is

contained in an .rdata section of the byte code image file. To store a list of virtual addresses

of the functions that are externally exposed (i.e., available to be called by another process

such as, for example, the example native process 130 of FIG. 1), the example of FIG. 3A

includes a table 3 10. The example table 310 of FIG. 3 allows the example virtual machine



120 of FIG. 1, using any variety of technique, to determine, for a called function, the

function's virtual address. Based upon the functions virtual address, the example virtual

machine 120 can locate any annotations records associated with any function. In the

illustrated example of FIG. 3A, the virtual addresses and annotation records for all external

functions contained in a byte code image file are located together in a single portion 305 of a

byte code image file. Byte code generated by, for example, the example byte code generator

205 of FIG. 2, is stored conventionally in other applicable portions of the byte code image

file.

[0028] To store annotation records 315, the example portion 305 of FIG. 3A includes

a data section 320. The example data section 320 of FIG. 3A includes a magic number 325

that uniquely delineates the start of the data section 320 and a second magic number 330 that

uniquely delineates the end of the example data section 320. The example magic numbers

325 and 330 may be identical. The example magic numbers 325 and 330 allow the example

virtual machine 120 of FIG. 1 to uniquely identify and locate the start and end of the example

data section 320. In the illustrated example of FIG. 3A, the annotation records 315 are

located between the delineating magic numbers 320 and 325.

[0029] For a virtual machine that does not implement the thunking methods and

apparatus disclosed herein, the virtual machine can ignore the table 310 and/or the data

section 320. As such, the example portion 305 illustrated in FIG. 3A allows for backwards

compatibility with existing virtual machine implementations.

[0030] FIG. 3B illustrates an example structure for the annotation records 315 of FIG.

3A. The example annotation record 315 of FIG. 3B includes (a) the virtual address 350 of

the function with which the annotation record is associated, (b) the natural constant offset 355

of the parameter and (c) the natural constant size 360 of the parameter.



[0031] While FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate an example byte code image file format that

includes annotation information and/or records to facilitate thunking, persons of ordinary skill

in the art will readily appreciate that any variety of file formats, tables and/or data structures

may be used to store and/or represent annotation records and/or information. For instance,

annotation records may be stored in multiple sections of a byte code image file, etc.

[0032] FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart representative of example machine accessible

instructions that may be executed to implement the example byte code compiler 115 of FIGS.

1 and/or 2 . The example machine accessible instructions of FIG. 4 may be executed by a

processor, a controller and/or any other suitable processing device. For example, the example

machine accessible instructions of FIG. 4 may be embodied in coded instructions stored on a

tangible medium such as a flash memory, or random access memory (RAM) associated with

a processor (e.g., the processor 8010 shown in the example processor platform 8000 and

discussed below in conjunction with FIG. 8). Alternatively, some or all of the example

flowchart of FIG. 4 may be implemented using an application specific integrated circuit

(ASIC), a programmable logic device (PLD), a field programmable logic device (FPLD),

discrete logic, hardware, firmware, etc. Also, some or all of the example flowchart of FIG. 4,

the example byte code generator 205, the example annotation generator 210, the example file

generator 215 and/or, more generally, the example byte code compiler 115 may be

implemented manually or as combinations of any of the foregoing techniques, for example, a

combination of firmware, software and/or hardware. Further, although the example machine

accessible instructions of FIG. 4 are described with reference to the flowchart of FIG. 4,

persons of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate that many other methods of

implementing the example byte code compiler 115 of FIGS. 1 and/or 2 may be employed.

For example, the order of execution of the blocks may be changed, and/or some of the blocks

described may be changed, eliminated, sub-divided, or combined. Additionally, persons of



ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the example machine accessible instructions of

FIG. 4 be carried out sequentially and/or carried out in parallel by, for example, separate

processing threads, processors, devices, circuits, etc.

[0033] The example machine accessible instructions of FIG. 4 begin with the byte

code compiler 120 reading the source code file(s) to be compiled and annotated to create a

byte code image file (block 402). For each function contained hi the source code file(s)

(block 405), the byte code compiler 115 determines if the function is an externally exposed

function (block 407). If the function is not external, the byte code compiler 115 generates

byte code for the function (block 408). Control then returns to block 405 to process the next,

if any (block 405), function.

[0034] If the function is externally exposed (block 407), the byte code compiler 115

processes each calling and/or return parameter (block 410). For each calling and/or return

parameter (block 410), the byte code compiler 115 determines the size of the parameter as a

natural constant (block 415). If the way the parameter will be passed does not depend upon a

potential platform-dependent size of the parameter (block 420), control returns to block 410

to process the next, if any, parameter. If, based on a potential platform-dependent size of the

parameter, the parameter may be passed as a pointer instead of as data (block 420), the byte

code compiler 120 determines the offset of the parameter as a natural constant (block 425)

and creates an annotation record (block 430). Control then returns to block 410 to process

the next, if any (block 410), parameter.

[0035] Returning to block 410, when all parameters of the function have been

processed, the byte code compiler 115 generates byte code for the function (block 408).

Control then returns to block 405 to process the next, if any (block 405), function.

[0036] Returning to block 405, when all functions have been processed, the byte code

compiler 115 generates a byte code image file (e.g., the example byte code image file of



FIGS. 3A and 3B) containing the generated byte code, any annotation records created, and

the virtual addresses of the processed functions (block 435). Control then exits from the

example machine accessible instructions of FIG. 4 .

[0037] FIG. 5 illustrates an example manner of implementing the example virtual

machine 120 of FIG. 1. To read and/or parse a byte code image file, the example virtual

machine 120 of FIG. 5 includes any variety of file reader 505. The example file reader 505

of FIG. 5 reads and/or parses the byte code image file to locate annotation records and virtual

addresses of functions and places them in a first portion of memory 510. The example file

reader 505 of FIG. 5 likewise reads and/or parses the byte code image file to locate the

platform-independent byte code and places it in a second portion of memory 515.

[0038] To receive function calls to the byte code 515, the example virtual machine

120 of FIG. 5 includes any variety of interface 520. The example interface 520 of FIG. 5

receives the function call and any parameters passed to the called function. After the called

function returns, the example interface 520 provides the return parameters, if any, to the

calling function. In the examples of FIGS. 1 and 5, the calling and/or return parameters may

be passed in processor registers and/or stack slots of the calling native process' stack (i.e.,

native stack slots).

[0039] To perform thunking of calling and/or return parameters between the calling

function of the native process and the called byte code function, the example virtual machine

120 of FIG. 5 includes a parameter passing handler 525. Based on the annotation records 510

and as described below in connection with FIGS. 6 and 7, the example parameter passing

handler 525 of FIG. 5 thunks (i.e., copies) data directly and/or based on pointers between the

processor's registers and/or native stack slots and another portion of memory 530

implementing a byte code stack.



[0040] To execute the called byte code function, the example virtual machine 120 of

FIG. 5 includes any variety of emulator 535. Using any of a variety of techniques and/or

methods, the example emulator 535 of FIG. 5 translates the platform-independent byte code

515 such that the translated code may be executed by, for instance, the example processor

125 of FIG. 1. The translated code acquires calling parameters from the byte code stack 530

created by the example parameter passing handler 525, and places returns parameters into the

byte code stack 530 upon completion of the function (i.e., upon return). The example

parameter passing handler 525 of FIG. 5 then copies return parameters (directly as data

and/or based on pointers) from the byte code stack 530 to the processor's registers and/or

native stack slots.

[0041] In the illustrated example, the example file reader 505, the example interface

520, the example parameter passing handler 525, the emulator 535 and/or, more generally,

the example virtual machine 120 are implemented by executing machine accessible

instructions upon any variety of processor such as, for example, the example processor 125 of

FIG. 1 and/or the example processor shown in the example processor platform 8000 and

discussed below in conjunction with FIG. 8. While, the example virtual machine 120 is

described with reference to the illustrated example of FIG. 5, persons of ordinary skill in the

art will readily appreciate that the example virtual machine 120, the example file reader 505,

the example interface 520, the example parameter passing handler 525 and/or the emulator

535 may be implemented using any variety, type, number and/or combination of software

processes, firmware processes and/or hardware. For example, the example virtual machine

120 may be implemented as a single process with the example file reader 505, the example

interface 520, the example parameter passing handler 525, the emulator 535 realized as

functions and/or sub-functions within the process. Other examples abound.



[0042] FIG. 6 illustrates an example thinking of calling parameters between a calling

native code process (e.g., the native process 130) and a called byte code function (e.g., some

or all of the example annotated byte code 105). In the illustrated example of FIG. 6, calling

parameters being passed to the byte code function are provided via a set of processor registers

602 and a set of native stack slots 604. The example parameter passing handler 525 of FIG. 5

copies the parameters directly and/or based on pointers into a byte code stack 606.

[0043] In the illustrated examples of FIGS. 1, 5, 6 and/or 7, parameter data is first

copied from the processor registers 602 and then copied from the native stack slots 604. In

the illustrated examples, using any of a variety of methods, techniques and/or calculations,

parameter offset values contained in annotation records are used to determine which

parameter registers and/or native stack slots contain the associated passed data or passed

pointer. Whether each register 602 and/or stack slot 604 contains data or a pointer to data is

determined by the example parameter passing handler 525 of FIG. 5 based upon associated

annotation records. The example parameter passing handler 525 first determines if any

annotation records are associated with the called function. If there is at least one annotation

record for the function, the example parameter passing handler 525 determines if any of the

annotation records correspond to the current register and/or stack slot being processed. If

there is an applicable annotation record, the example parameter passing handler 525

computes the platform-dependent size of the parameter from the natural constant parameter

size contained in the annotation record. The example parameter passing handler 525 of FIG.

5 uses the platform-dependent size to determine if the parameter is being passed as data or as

a pointer to data. In the illustrated examples, if the platform-dependent size is greater than a

platform-dependent threshold, the parameter is passed as a pointer rather than directly as data.

Based upon the size, the parameter is either copied directly as data, or the provided (i.e.,

passed) pointer is used to locate and copy the data to the byte code stack.



[0044] In the example of FIG. 6, the example parameter passing handler 525 of FIG.

5 determines that a first set of register contents 610 for a first set of calling parameters are to

be copied directly as data 610 from the processor registers 602 to the byte code stack 606

since they have associated annotation records. Since passed parameters may require more

than one register and/or stack slot, the number of registers and/or stack slots copied is not

necessarily the same as the number of parameters passed.

[0045] For example of illustration, it is now assumed that, based upon an annotation

record associated with the next register 615 to be processed by the parameter passing handler

525, the example parameter passing handler 525 may make this determination by detecting

that the next parameter is being passed as a pointer 615. For example, the parameter passing

handler 525 determines that the platform-dependent size of the parameter is larger than a

platform-dependent threshold. The example parameter passing handler 525 then uses the

pointer 615 to locate and copy data 620 pointed to by the pointer 615. In the example of FIG.

6, the pointed to data 620 is located in and is copied from the native stack slots 604 to the

byte code stack 606.

[0046] Based upon an absence of corresponding annotation records and/or because

their platform-dependent sizes indicate they are passed directly, in the example of FIG. 6,

another set of register contents 625 corresponding to another set of parameters are copied

directly from the processor registers 602 to the byte code stack 606 by the example parameter

passing handler 525. Likewise, yet another set of parameter data 630 is copied directly from

the native stack slots 604 to the byte code stack 606 in the example of FIG. 6 .

[0047] In the example of FIG. 6, a last stack slot 635 has an associated annotation

record indicating that the last parameter is large enough to be passed via a pointer 635. The

example parameter passing handler 525 of FIG. 5 uses the pointer 635 to locate and copy the

last parameter 640 from the stack slots 604 to the byte code stack 606 as illustrated in FIG. 6 .



[0048] FIG. 7 illustrates a flowchart representative of example machine accessible

instructions that may be executed to implement the example virtual machine 120 of FIGS. 1

and/or 5. The example machine accessible instructions of FIG. 7 may be executed by a

processor, a controller and/or any other suitable processing device. For example, the example

machine accessible instructions of FIG. 7 may be embodied in coded instructions stored on a

tangible medium such as a flash memory, or RAM associated with a processor (e.g., the

example processor 125 of FIG. 1 and/or the processor 8010 shown in the example processor

platform 8000 and discussed below in conjunction with FIG. 8). Alternatively, some or all of

the example flowchart of FIG. 7 may be implemented using an ASIC, a PLD, a FPLD,

discrete logic, hardware, firmware, etc. Also, some or all of the example flowchart of FIG. 7,

the example virtual machine 120, the example interface 520, the example parameter passing

handler 525, the emulator and/or the file reader 505 may be implemented manually or as

combinations of any of the foregoing techniques, for example, a combination of firmware,

software and/or hardware. Further, although the example machine accessible instructions of

FIG. 7 are described with reference to the flowchart of FIG. 7, persons of ordinary skill in the

art will readily appreciate that many other methods of implementing the example virtual

machine 120 of FIGS. 1 and/or 5 may be employed. For example, the order of execution of

the blocks may be changed, and/or some of the blocks described may be changed, eliminated,

sub-divided, or combined. Additionally, persons of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate

that the example machine accessible instructions of FIG. 7 be carried out sequentially and/or

carried out in parallel by, for example, separate processing threads, processors, devices,

circuits, etc.

[0049] While the example machine accessible instructions of FIG. 7 illustrates the

thunking of calling parameters, persons of ordinary skill in the art will readily appreciate that

the example of FIG. 7 can be easily adapted and/or modified to alternatively and/or



additionally handle the thunking of return parameters. Further, the example of FIG. 7 may be

easily adapted and/or modified to handle the thunking of calling and/or return parameters for

the calling of a native code function by a byte code function.

[0050] The example machine accessible instructions of FIG. 7 begin with a virtual

machine 120 reading a byte code image file (block 702). The virtual machine 120 then waits

to receive a function call to a byte code function (block 705). When a call to a byte code

function is received (block 705), the virtual machine 120 determines, based on the virtual

address of the called function, if there are annotation records associated with the called

function (block 710). If there are no annotation records associated with the called function

(block 710), the virtual machine 120 copies the contents of all processor registers used for

parameter passing to the byte code stack (block 715) and copies the contents of all native

stack slots used for parameter passing to the byte code stack (block 720). The virtual

machine 120 then executes the called byte code function (block 725). Control then returns to

block 705 to wait for a call to another byte code function to occur.

[0051] Returning to block 710, if at least one annotation record for the called function

is present, the virtual machine 120 processes each of the processor registers and/or stack slots

(block 730). When all registers and/or stack slots have been processed (block 730), the

virtual machine 120 then executes the called byte code function (block 725). Control then

returns to block 705 to wait for a call to another byte code function to occur.

[0052] Returning to block 730, for each processor register and/or native stack slot, the

virtual machine 120 determines if there is an annotation record for the register/stack slot

(block 735). The virtual machine 120 makes the determination based upon whether a

parameter offset in an annotation record (as a platform-dependent value computed from a

natural constant) maps to the register/stack slot. If there is an annotation record for the

register/stack slot (block 735), the virtual machine 120 determines if the platform-dependent



size of the parameter computed from the natural constant parameter size is greater than a

threshold (block 740). If the platform-dependent size is greater than the threshold (block

740), the virtual machine 120 copies the data pointed to by the passed pointer to the byte code

stack (block 745). If the platform-dependent size is less than or equal to the threshold (block

740), the virtual machine 120 copies the data directly from the register/slots to the byte code

stack (block 750). In both cases, the amount of data copied corresponds to the platform-

dependent size. For example, the platform-dependent size determines the number of

register/slot contents copied to the byte code stack (block 750). Control then returns to block

730 to process the next, if any, calling parameter.

[0053] Returning to block 735, if there is not an annotation record for a given

processor register and/or native stack slot, the virtual machine 120 copies the corresponding

data directly from the register/slots to the byte code stack (block 750). Control then returns

to block 730 to process the next, if any, calling parameter.

[0054] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of an example processor platform 8000 that

may be used and/or programmed to implement the example byte code compiler 115, the

example virtual machine 120, the example native code process 130 and/or, more generally,

the example system of FIG. 1. For example, the processor platform 8000 can be

implemented by one or more general purpose processors, microcontrollers, etc.

[0055] The processor platform 8000 of the example of FIG. 8 includes a general

purpose programmable processor 8010. The processor 8010 executes coded instructions

8027 present in main memory of the processor 8010 (e.g., within a RAM 8025). The

processor 8010 may be any type of processing unit, such as a processor from the Intel®

families of processors. The processor 8010 may execute, among other things, the example

machine accessible instructions of FIGS. 4 and/or 7 to implement the example byte code



compiler 115, the example virtual machine 120, the example native code process 130 and/or,

more generally, the example system of FIG. 1.

[0056] The processor 8010 is in communication with the main memory (including a

read only memory (ROM) 8020 and the RAM 8025) via a bus 8005. The RAM 8025 may be

implemented by dynamic random access memory (DRAM), Synchronous DRAM (SDRAM),

and/or any other type of RAM device, and ROM may be implemented by flash memory

and/or any other desired type of memory device. Access to the memory 8020 and 8025 is

typically controlled by a memory controller (not shown) in a conventional manner.

[0057] The processor platform 8000 also includes a conventional interface circuit

8030. The interface circuit 8030 may be implemented by any type of well-known interface

standard, such as an external memory interface, serial port, general purpose input/output, etc.

[0058] One or more input devices 8035 and one or more output devices 8040 are

connected to the interface circuit 8030. For example, an input devices 8035 such as, for

example, a hard disk drive may be used to store the example annotated byte code image 105

of FIG. 1.

[0059] Although certain example methods, apparatus and articles of manufacture

have been described herein, the scope of coverage of this patent is not limited thereto. On the

contrary, this patent covers all methods, apparatus and articles of manufacture fairly falling

within the scope of the appended claims either literally or under the doctrine of equivalents.



What Is Claimed Is:

1. A method comprising:

locating a parameter of a function, the parameter to be passed as a pointer if a size of

the parameter is greater than a threshold and to be passed as data if the size of the parameter

is not greater than the threshold; and

adding an annotation record for the parameter to a byte code image file containing

byte code for the function.

2 . A method as defined in claim 1, wherein the parameter is passed to the

function when the function is called.

3. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein the parameter is returned from the

function when the function exits.

4 . A method as defined in claim 1, further comprising:

determining a platform-independent representation of the size of the parameter; and

including the platform-independent size representation in the annotation record.

5 . A method as defined in claim 1, further comprising:

determining a platform-independent representation of an offset to the parameter; and

including the platform-independent offset representation in the annotation record.

6. A method as defined in claim 1, wherein the annotation record includes:

a virtual address of the function;

a value representative of the size of the parameter; and

a value representative of an offset to the parameter.

7 . A method as defined in claim 1, further comprising storing the byte code

image file on a machine accessible tangible medium.



8 . A method as defined in claim 1, further comprising transferring the byte code

image file to a processor, the processor to execute the byte code for the function.

9. An article of manufacture storing machine accessible data comprising:

compiled byte code for a function; and

an annotation record for a parameter of the function that might be passed as a pointer

or data depending on a size of the data relative to a threshold.

10. An article of manufacture as defined in claim 9, wherein the annotation record

includes:

a virtual address of the function;

a value representative of the size of the data; and

a value representative of an offset to the parameter.

11. An article of manufacture as defined in claim 10, wherein the value of the size

of the data and the value of the offset to the parameter are represented independently of a

platform implementation.

12. A method comprising:

locating in a byte code image an annotation record for a function having a parameter

to be passed;

determining if the parameter is passed as a pointer based on a value representative of

a size of the parameter contained in the annotation record; and

if the parameter is passed as the pointer, copying data pointed to by the pointer to a

byte code stack.

13 . A method as defined in claim 12, further comprising if the parameter is not

passed as the pointer, copying the parameter directly to the byte code stack.



14. A method as defined in claim 12, further comprising executing byte code for

the function to process the byte code stack.

15. A method as defined in claim 12, wherein the parameter is at least one of a

calling parameter or a returned parameter.

16. An apparatus comprising:

a byte code generator to generate byte code for a function; and

an annotation generator to create an annotation record for a parameter of the function

that might be passed as a pointer or data depending upon a size of the parameter.

17. An apparatus as defined in claim 16, further comprising a file generator to

form a byte code image file containing the generated byte code and the annotation record.

18. An apparatus as defined in claim 16, wherein the annotation record includes:

a virtual address of the function;

a value representative of the size of the parameter; and

a value representative of an offset to the parameter.

19. An apparatus as defined in claim 16, wherein the parameter is at least one of a

calling parameter or a returned parameter.
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